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INTRINSIC FORMALITY AND CERTAIN TYPES OF ALGEBRAS
GREGORY LUPTON
ABSTRACT. In this paper, a type of algebra is introduced and studied from a
rational homotopy point of view, using differential graded Lie algebras. The
main aim of the paper is to establish whether or not such an algebra is the
rational cohomology algebra of a unique rational homotopy type of spaces.
That is, in the language of rational homotopy, whether or not such an algebra
is intrinsically formal. Examples are given which show that, in general, this is
not so-7.8 and 7.9. However, whilst it is true that not all such algebras are
intrinsically formal, some of them are. The main results of this paper show a
certain class of these algebras to be intrinsically formal-Theorem 2 (6.1); and
a second, different type of algebra also to be intrinsically formal-Theorem I
(5.2), which type of algebra overlaps with the first type in many examples of
interest. Examples are given in §7.

1.

PRELIMINARIES, NOTATION AND AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT

In [D-Gr-Mo-Su] it is proven that compact Kahler manifolds are formal
spaces. From the rational homotopy point of view, this means that compact
Kahler manifolds are particularly interesting as examples. This paper is concerned with a more algebraic approach than that of [D-Gr-Mo-Su]. The cohomological properties of compact Kahler manifolds are abstracted out-see
3.1-and algebras satisfying these properties are studied, with a particular view
to deciding whether or not such algebras are intrinsically formal-see 2.1.
The main results of this paper are Theorems 1 and 2-5.2 and 6.1; many
examples are also given in §7. Also in §7, examples are given of algebras that
are not intrinsically formal, and yet satisfy the properties referred to above-see
7.8, 7.9. Rather than give a step by step breakdown of the paper here, I have
put one or two sentences heading each section. These section headings can be
read in order, at this stage, so as to give an overview of the contents of the
paper.
For the fundamentals of rational homotopy theory, the basic references are,
in alphabetical order, [Bou-Gu, Gr-Mo, HI' Q, SUI' and Su2 ]. This paper will,
throughout, only be concerned with the "simply connected with rational homology of finite type" case. For references which give all the results needed for this
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paper in an accessible way, although in more generality than is needed here, see
[N2' N-Mi].
As for notation, the basic terminology-(DG) algebras, (DG) Lie algebras,
minimal algebras, minimal Lie algebras-follows that of [Q, p. 209 and Appendix B; N 2, N-Mi]. In particular, for a graded vector space V, L(V) will
mean the free graded Lie algebra on V; A( V) will mean the free graded
commutative algebra on V; s -I V will mean the desuspension of V -i.e.,
(s -I V) i = V i+ 1 and take s -I V O = O. Lie algebras will always be O-connectedL = O-and of finite type-finite dimension in each degree. DG algebras will
normally, but not necessarily, be of finite type; and cohomology algebras will
always be of finite type. Apart from in the second paragraph of §2, a space will
mean a I-connected topological space with rational homology of finite type, and
the homology or cohomology of a space will always mean singular with rational
coefficients. A rational homotopy type will mean an equivalence class of spaces
under rational homotopy equivalence [Q, p. 208]. Bya space, or rational homotopy type, or DG algebra realising an algebra will be meant, respectively, that
the space, any representative of the rational homotopy type, or the DG algebra
has cohomology isomorphic to that algebra. Finally, a quadratic differential
on a free Lie algebra-the only context, in this paper, where such a differential will be encountered-will mean a differential 8: L( V) --+ L( V) such that
8(V) c [V, V]. The notation 8 will invariably mean a quadratic differential.
The main ideas of this paper form part of my Ph. D. thesis [Lu], which
was written under the supervision of Professor Elmer Rees. It was Elmer who
suggested first that I work in rational homotopy theory, then that I consider the
specific problem which resulted in my thesis; and I am happy to be able to thank
him for all the help and encouragement he has given me. Thank you Elmer.

°

2.

INTRODUCTION

In this section the intrinsic formality problem is introduced, and a brief
summary of the known results is given. Also some features of the DG Lie
algebra approach to intrinsic formality are recalled.
The problem that lies at the heart of this paper is a seminal one in algebraic
topology: given a graded algebra, can it be realised as the cohomology algebrawith appropriate coefficients-of some space; and if so, how many homotopy
types share that algebra as their cohomology? If you choose to work in rational
homotopy, this problem is simplified somewhat. In fact, the first part of the
problem collapses. That is, given a I-connected graded algebra over the rationals, of finite type, there exists a rational homotopy type that has that algebra
as its rational cohomology algebra [Q, p. 210]. The second part of the problem
is known as the intrinsic formality problem.
2.1. Definition. Let H be a I-connected graded algebra over Q of finite type.
H is intrinsically formal if there is only one rational homotopy type realising
H.
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As the words would suggest, intrinsic formality is closely related to the concept of formality. Recall that a minimal DG algebra, (M, d), is formal if
there exists a cohomology isomorphism If!: M, d ---+ H* (M , d) ; and a space
is formal if its minimal model is. This definition can be explained as follows.
Amongst other things, Sullivan constructed an equivalence between the rational
homotopy category of I-connected spaces having rational cohomology of finite
type and the homotopy category of associative, commutative, DG algebras over
Q having I-connected homology of finite type [Su2 ]. Thus, any rational homotopy type can be regarded as a homotopy type of DG algebras. A specific
representative for this homotopy type of algebras was also constructed, the minimal model of a space. Now, the rational cohomology of a space X, H* (X; Q) ,
can be regarded as a DG algebra with trivial differential; but in general it will
not be of the same homotopy type as the minimal model of X. If it is, then X
is formal. Since all DG algebras in a homotopy type share the same minimal
model up to isomorphism, this is what is meant by the minimal model being
a formal consequence of the cohomology H* (X; Q). That is, the cohomology can be used to build a minimal model of X. See also the definitions and
conditions equivalent to formality in [D-Gr-Mo-Su, N-Mi].
Formality and intrinsic formality are related as follows. If a space X is
formal, then H* (X; Q) need not be intrinsically formal. However, if an algebra
H is intrinsically formal, then the rational homotopy type realising H must
be formal. This follows since every algebra is realised by some formal DG
algebra-specifically the minimal model of H; and if H is intrinsically formal,
any other DG algebra realising H must be homotopic to this formal one and
hence formal. In fact, the latter provides the following
2.2. Equivalent definition. An algebra H is intrinsically formal if every space
realising H is formal.
Thus, intrinsic formality provides a means of showing formality in some
cases. Indeed, the original motivation for this work came from the following. In
[D-Gr-Mo-Su] it is shown that compact Kahler manifolds are formal. Actually,
it is proved there that compact Kahler manifolds are formal over the reals, and
subsequently theorems of descent have been proved, which imply formality
over the rationals [H-St, Corollary 6.9; N-Mi, Corollary 5.4]. Now, it is known
that compact Kahler manifolds have an interesting rational cohomology algebra
structure, given by the "hard Lefschetz theorem"-see 3.1. Thus it is natural
to ask whether or not this structure forces the rational cohomology algebras of
compact Kahler manifolds to be intrinsically formal. See also [Bab, p. 249].
This paper should be seen as beginning the analysis of this question.
The concept of intrinsic formality first appeared as a remark in [Su 2 , p. 317].
Examples were also given there. Let H be isomorphic to
Q[X I , ... , xn]/(R 1 ' ... , R m ),

where {R 1 ,

••• ,

Rm} is a regular sequence in Q[x l

, ••• ,

x n].

Then H is
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intrinsically formal. Work by a number of authors extending Quillen's work on
rational homotopy [Ba-Le, N 2 , N-Mi) meant that problems concerning minimal
models, such as formality and intrinsic formality, could be approached by DG
Lie algebra methods. In [N-Mi], DG Lie algebras were used to prove that all
I-connected Poincare duality algebras of dimension at most 6 are intrinsically
formal. This result was subsequently generalised in [Mi 2 ], where it was proved
that all (k - I )-connected Poincare duality algebras of dimension at most 4k - 2
are intrinsically formal. In addition, several authors have proved, using either
DG algebras [H-St), or DG Lie algebras [N-Mi], that all (k - I)-connected
algebras of dimension at most 3k - 2 are intrinsically formal. It has also
been proven that the rational cohomology algebra of a stunted infinite complex
projective space, H* (Cpoo /Cpn ; !Q) , is intrinsically formal [Ta).
The results of this paper are proved using DG Lie algebra methods. These
were adopted because DG Lie algebras provide a useful means of approach
to the intrinsic formality problem-see 4.3. The basic facts concerning DG
Lie algebras in rational homotopy theory are contained in [Q, N 2 , N-Mi). For
convenience, some facts are recalled here. First, rational homotopy types are
equivalent to homotopy types of DG Lie algebras [Q, Theorem 1). In [Ba-Le,
Mid (see [Mi 2 ]), minimal models for DG Lie algebras were introduced, and a
relatively simple description of the DG Lie algebra minimal model for a rational homotopy type was given. This is as follows. Let X represent the rational
homotopy type. Then on L(S-IH*(X; !Q)), the free Lie algebra on the desuspension of the rational homology of X , there is some decomposable differential
d, such that L(S-I HJX; !Q), d) is the minimal model of X. Furthermore,
for each X, d splits as the sum of at. + d[ , where at. is the quadratic part
of d, and can be read off from the algebra structure-in fact from the dual
co algebra structure- as
at.(s -I c)

= -

""' 1) lei [s -I Ci,s -I c) -"21 ""'
L../L....,[S -I Ci ' S -I cJ,
I

i<j

i

if ~(c) = C IZ! I + lIZ! C + Li<j{Ci IZ! Cj + (_1)ICiIICjICj IZ! Ci} + Li Ci IZ! ci in the
coalgebra HJX; !Q). Note that it is always possible to write ~(c) in the above
form since H* (X; !Q) is commutative, which also implies that no ci IZ! ci terms
for which Icil is odd appear in the expression for ~(c). In the special case when
a DG Lie algebra minimal model of a graded algebra, H, has to be built-or
equivalently, a DG Lie algebra minimal model of a formal space-then the
above formula determines this minimal model, which is L(S-I H*, at.). This
notation will be adopted throughout the paper.
Remark. In view of the fact that DG Lie algebras are often perceived as more
obscure, less "natural" than DG algebras, it is perhaps worthwhile noting that
each type of object has its own advantages, depending on how the initial information is given. As just one example of this, consider a finite graded algebra H.
The DG Lie algebra minimal model of H has a finite presentation; whereas,
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in general, this is very far from the case for the DG algebra minimal model of
such an H. See also [Le-Si].
3. LEFSCHETZ ALGEBRAS

In this section a type of graded algebra is introduced, called a LeJschetz algebra, the analysis of which is a central concern of the paper. Examples are given,
together with ways of constructing new Lefschetz algebras from old. Also, general facts and constructions concerning these algebras are established. Particular
cases are analysed in later sections.
3.1. Definition. Let H be a graded algebra of even dimension 2n. H is a
LeJschetz algebra if
1. H is a Poincare duality algebra.
2. There exists an element w in H2 such that w' : H n-, ---+ Hn+r is a vector
space isomorphism for all 1 ~ r ~ n .
Such an element w is called a Kahler class for H.

Remark. The motivation for this definition comes from the fact that compact
Kahler manifolds have an interesting cohomology structure, described by the
hard LeJschetz theorem [W, V.4.13]. In the context of this paper, this theorem
can be taken to read: Let X be a compact Kahler manifold of real dimension 2n. Then there exists a distinguished class w in H2 such that the map
w' : H n -, ---+ H n+, , from taking the cup-product with w r-times, is an isomorphism for 1 ~ r ~ n .
Spaces having such rational cohomology algebras have been considered in
[Bor] and [Me]. Such spaces are referred to there as "homologically Kahlerian."
In [Bor, p. 170], results are given concerning fixed point sets relevant to such
spaces. In [Me], the set of homotopy self-equivalences of such spaces is considered.
3.2. Examples. 1. By the above remark, there is a core of natural examples
of Lefschetz algebras arising as the rational cohomology rings of Kahler manifolds. From the (rational homotopy) point of view of this paper, it is desirable
to restrict attention to simply connected compact Kahler manifolds, although
the hard Lefschetz theorem holds in the nonsimply connected case also. Examples of this kind include the rational cohomology of complex pro.iective spaces
H*(Cpn; ij), the rational cohomology of complex Grassmannian manifolds
H*(G(k, n); ij), and the rational cohomology of generalised flag manifoldssee also §7.
2. Examples of a more purely algebraic character can be constructed by
considering graded algebras of the type H = A( w, a) / (a 2 - w k , w n - k + 1a) ,
with Iwl = 2, lal = 2k and k satisfying 2 ~ 2k ~ n. It is easy to check that
this is a Lefschetz algebra; and with care, simple examples such as this can be
built up into quite complex Lefschetz algebras.
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3. It is well known that the cohomology of Kahler manifolds admits a Hodge
decomposition [W, V.5.I], and this implies that the Betti numbers bi(X) , for a
compact Kahler manifold X, must be even for i odd. Now, it is easy to check
that H, given by

8 w4

7
6 w3
5
4 w2
3
2 w
I
0

2
wx

wx
x

wa,

wb,

wc

a,

b,

c

wIth x = w , w x = 0, ab = w + w x, ac = w - w x, bc = -w + w x,
w 2a = w 2b = w 2C = 0, cx = wa - wb, bx = wa + wc , and ax = wb - wc , is
a Poincare duality algebra, and so is clearly also a Lefschetz algebra. However,
rk(H 3) = 3, so H cannot be the cohomology algebra of any Kahler manifold.
Together with 3.6-3.9 below, examples such as this give many Lefschetz algebras
that do not come from Kahler manifolds.
4. Some intersection cohomology algebras provide examples of Lefschetz
algebras [Mac].
The results of 3.6-3.9 below combined with the basic examples of I and 2
above make it possible to construct a large number of examples of Lefschetz
algebras.
If H is a Lefschetz algebra, there is a way of decomposing H -a kind of
block decomposition-that is useful for displaying H, as a vector space, in
such a way that it can help calculations.
.223

32

32

32

3.3. Construction. Let H be a Lefschetz algebra of dimension 2n and consider
.
h·Isms w r : H n- r - H n+r lor
&'
.
ff1\
t h e lsomorp
t h e vanous
r 'S·
s. mce H O ~ "",
W n·IS
a nonzero multiple of the fundamental class of H and none of the elements Wi
&'
I<·1 < n can b e zero elt
. h er. N ow, w n-2 : H2 - H 2n - 2 IS
.an
.lsomorp h·Ism,
lor
n
1
2n
but consider w - : H2 _ H . Denote the kernel of this map by JS; then w
is not in JS. Furthermore,

and w i (H2) is of rank equal to rank(H2 ) for I ~ i ~ n - 2. Continuing in
this fashion, increasing the degree by one at each stage, results in a vector space
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decomposition of H which can be pictured as:
2n
2n - 1
2n - 2

wn
W

2n - 3
2n - 4

W

n-l

n-2

W

W

n-2 V
n-3 V

2
W

n-3 V

3

2

W

n-4 V
4

n

4
3
2
1
0

Vn

w2

wV;

~
V3

w

V;

. . .IS known
h
were
eac h V j = ker w n-j+l : H j -+ H 2n - j + 2 . Suc h a·d ecomposltlon
as a Le/schetz decomposition of H. Notice that all indecomposable elements
of H -as an algebra-must belong to one of the spaces f;j; in particular, there
can be no indecomposable elements of H in degrees greater than n. Of course,
apart from multiplication by w, such a decomposition does not say much about
the multiplicative structure of H.
In the latter part of the paper, it will be desirable to choose a vector space
basis for a Lefschetz algebra which takes into account both the Poincare duality
structure and the Lefschetz structure. A construction is now given which can
be used for this choice.
3.4. Construction. Assume H has been decomposed as above; first, let the
elements {Wi} be a basis for the left-hand column. Now choose and fix bases
for all the spaces f;j, say f;j = (v jp ). Consider the Poincare duals of elements
in the vector space f;j, say, for j < n ; these must all lie in H 2n - j , which is
n-U/2)}·f··
spanned b y { w n-jvj , W n-j+lVj-2' ... , W n-l-(J/2)V2' W
I } IS even,
and if j is odd then the last two terms in this bracket must be replaced by
w n -(3/2)-(Jf2)V3 . But w n - j + 1 annihilates f;j for i ~ 1, by construction, and
so Poincare duality must in fact induce non degenerate bilinear pairings

m:f;jxw

n-j

f;j-+Q

for ail 2 :S j :S n - 1 . So let w n - j f;j = (v;p) be the dual bases to those chosen
for the f;j's. Next, still for j < n, consider the epimorphism
t

w:H

2n-j-2t

for all t ~ 1 such that 2n - j - 2t
of vector spaces
t

w:w

~

n-j-t

n

2n-j

-+H,

+ 1. This restricts to an isomorphism

f;j-+w

n-j

f;j.
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Thus it is possible to choose bases wn-j-t~ = ((Wi)-IV;p)' Finally, for all i
such that Wi~. is of degree less than or equal to n, fix bases as Wi ~ = (wiv jp ) ,
and Vn = (v np ) . This completes the construction.
Remark. By construction, VjpV;q = 6pq w n . It is possible, without ambiguity,
to denote the elements (wt)-IV;p by wtv;p, and these elements satisfy

for all j < n . This notation will be adopted whenever a basis like this is used.
3.5. Notation. Let H be a Lefschetz algebra. A vector space basis for H will
be called a Lejschetz-Poincare basis for H if it is chosen according to the above
construction.
3.6. Proposition. Let Hand G be Lejschetz algebras of dimension 2n and
2m and with Kahler classes wand x respectively. Then H I8l G is a Lejschetz
algebra of dimension 2(n + m) and w + x is a Kahler class for H I8l G.

Proof. Since Hand G are both Poincare duality algebras, H I8l G is also a
Poincare duality algebra. It remains to check the Lefschetz property for H I8l G ,
i.e., to check that
(w + x)r: (H I8l G)n+m-r --+ (H I8l G)n+m+r

is an isomorphism for I ::; r ::; n + m. This can be done by first introducing the
vector spaces N k ; i, j = EBp , q ~ ~ I8l x q Uj , where the sum is taken over those
p and q for which 0 ::; p ::; n - i, 0::; q ::; m - j , and 2p + i + 2q + j = k ,
i.e., N k .·
. C (H I8l G)k . Then it is clearly sufficient to check that
,I, j
r

(w+x) : Nn+m-r;i,j --+ Nn+m+r;i,j

is an isomorphism for each fixed pair (i, j). To this end, for a given r, let
n + m - r - i - j = 2s ; i.e., let 2s = 2p + 2q in the summands for N n+m- r ;i, j .
Then Nn+ m - r ; l., j = EB p+q=s ~ VI I8l x qU.j , and it is sufficient to check that each
p+q=s

p+q=r+s

is an isomorphism. Now each ~ ~ I8l x q Uj is either zero, or isomorphic, as a
vector space, to ~I8lUj; so (w+x)' can be thought of as a linear transformation
of column vectors
(w+x),: (s+ I)-tuples--+ (r+s+ I)-tuples,
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and the corresponding matrix for (co + x/is then the r + s + 1 by s + 1 matrix

m (~)

(~)

G)

(D

0

(~)

m
G)
o

(~)
(~)

The remaining problem is to see just how, according as the value of r-that is,
the value of s-changes, so the summands in the expressions for N n+m - r ; i , j
and Nn+m+r; i , j become zero, at the same time as the nontrivial part of the
above matrix changes. However, by splitting the possible values of s into the
three cases (1) s ~ m - j, (2) s ~ n - j, (3) s < m - j and s < n - i,
and then writing down the corresponding nontrivial part of the above matrix,
it becomes an exercise in determinants to show that each case gives a nonsingular transformation of vector spaces-see my thesis [Lu] for details. Hence,
(co + x)': N n+m- r ;i , j ---- Nn+m+r; i , j is an isomorphism, for each r and a fixed
i and j. So, as remarked above, this implies
(co

+ x)r: (H ® G)n+m-r ____ (H ® G)n+m+r

is an isomorphism for each 1 ~ r ~ n + m. Q.E.D.
3.7. Definition. Let Hand G be Poincare duality algebras of the same dimension with fundamental classes J.l and v respectively. The connected sum of H
and G is the algebra H#G ~ (H EEl G)/(J.l- v).
3.8. Proposition. Let H be a LeJschetz algebra of dimension 2n with Kahler
class co. Let G be an (n - 1)-connected Poincare duality algebra of dimension
2n. Then H#G is a LeJschetz algebra of dimension 2n, and co is a Kahler
class for H#G.
Proof. H#G is Poincare duality, since this is so for any Poincare duality algebras Hand G. The rest is clear. Q.E.D.
3.9. Proposition. Let Hand G be LeJschetz algebras of dimension 2n. Then
H#G is a LeJschetz algebra of dimension 2n.
Proof. It is sufficient to choose a Kahler class X for H#G, such that

x': (H#G)n-r ____ (H#G)n+r
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is an isomorphism for all r. If wand x are any choice of Kahler classes
for Hand G respectively, then for 1 :::; r < n, X = w + x gives maps Xr =
w r +xr , which split as the sum of two vector space isomorphisms, and hence are
isomorphisms. Thus it is sufficient to choose Kahler classes wand x such that
(w+x)n is nonzero in H#G. If wand x are choices of Kahler classes, then so
are aw and bx, for a and b in Q\{O}. Say /1 and v are fundamental classes
of Hand G, and that w n = A\/1 and xn = A2v, for A\ and A2 nonzero. Then
in H#G, (aw+bxt =anwn+bnxn = a nA\/1 + b nA2V = (a nA\+b nA2)/1· Thus,
it is sufficient to choose any Kahler classes wand x, and then some pair a
and b for which (an A\ + b nA2) is nonzero; then X = (aw + bx) is a Kahler
class for H#G. Q.E.D.
Finally, a result is proved that gives a kind of Poincare duality for Lefschetz
algebras to do with elements mUltiplying to classes other than the fundamental
class. This lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
3.10. Notation. Denote a Lefschetz algebra H(n, k) if it is of dimension 2n
and, apart from scalar multiples of powers of the Kahler class, is (k - 1)connected.
3.11. Lemma. Let H = H(n, k) be a Lefschetz algebra, and r be such that
Iwrl = 2r > 2n - k; i.e., w r is in the range where rank(H i ) = 0 or 1, above
the middle degree. Then for any x such that Ixl :::; r, there exists some x such
that xx = w r .

Proof. When r = n, Poincare duality gives the desired result. So consider r
in the range 2n - k < 2r < 2n , and let x be some element of degree :::; r. Let
j be such that x E H r - i ; then by Poincare duality there is an x* such that
xx* = w n and Ix*1 = 2n - (r - j) = n + (n - (r - j)). But the isomorphism
n-(r-i)
n-(n-(r-i))
n+(n-(r-i))
w:H
-H

implies that x* = wn-(r-i) X for some x. So xw n- rwi X = w n = w n- rw r .
Hence, Ixw i xl = Iwrl; and since rk(H2r) = 1, then xwi x = AWr, for some
scalar A. But then w n = w n- rxwi X = AWn, so A = 1. Now take x =
wi X. Q.E.D.
4. DG LIE

ALGEBRAS AND INTRINSIC FORMALITY

In this section, attention is turned to the general intrinsic formality problem.
Some results of a general nature are proved here, which are used in §§5 and 6
in order to prove intrinsic formality results.
Several general results are known, concerning intrinsic formality; these have
been proved using both DG algebras and DG Lie algebras. The result that lies
at the heart of the strategy adopted in this paper, in order to prove intrinsic
formality results, is a result using DG Lie algebras.
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4.1. Definition (cf. [N-Mi]). Let L(V, 8) be a free DG Lie algebra with a
quadratic differential. Then L(V, 8 + P) is called a perturbation of L(V, 8)
if 8 + P is a differential, and P extends bracket lengths by at least two.
4.2. Theorem [Mi 2 ]. Let H be a I-connected graded algebra. There exists a

bijection of sets:
{

Rational ho~otopy }
types havmg
cohomology ~ H

+-+

{ Isomorphism ~lasses }
of perturbatLOns
L(S-l H.. , 8/:1 + P)

4.3. Corollary. If H is a graded algebra, and all perturbations of L(s-IH., 8/:1)
are isomorphic to L(S-l H*, 8/:1)' then H is intrinsically formal.

This corollary provides a strategy for considering the intrinsic formality problem, which will be adopted in this paper to prove intrinsic formality in certain
cases. The same strategy has been used before to tackle, successfully, the intrinsic formality problem in other cases (see [N-Mi, Mi 2 ]). In order to make use
of this result in the next two sections, two results of a technical nature must be
proved. The first of these is a rewording of a result in [St].
4.4. Proposition. Let V be a O-connected, graded vector space, and L( V , 8)
a free DG Lie algebra with quadratic differential. Let L( V, 8 + P) be any
perturbation and say
<1>: V -+ L(V)

is a map of vector spaces of the form <I> = I + 1/1, where 1/1 extends bracket
lengths by at least one, but not necessarily homogeneously. Then <I> induces an
isomorphic perturbation L( V , 8 + Q), which satisfies
Moreover, CI> is an isomorphism between these two perturbations.
Proof. <I> induces an obvious Lie algebra map <1>: L(V) -+ L(V). Since <I> on
V is of the form <I> = I + 1/1 , then <I> is in fact an isomorphism of Lie algebras.
Write <I> = I + 1/1: L( V) -+ L( V). Now define Q on L( V) as

Q = (P + 1/18 + I/IP - 81/1)<1>-1.
Clearly Q is well defined. It is now sufficient to check that (8 + Q) is a
differential, and that <I> is a map of DG Lie algebras. By definition, for any X
in L(V),
-I

Q<I>(X) = (P + 1/18 + I/IP - 81/1)<1> <I>(X)
= P(X) + 1/18(X) + 1/1 P(X) - 81/1(X) ,
and so

(Q<I>(X) + 81/1(X))

=

(P + I/IP + 1/18)(X)

=

(<I>P + 1/18)(X).
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Adding 8X to both sides gives that (8 + Q)<I>(X) = <1>(8
commutative diagram
L(V) ~ L(V)

a+pl

+ P)(X). Now the

la+ Q

L(V) ~ L(V)

a+pl

la+ Q

L(V) ~ L(V)

implies that (8 + Q)2 = 0, since (8 + p)2 = O. Hence (8 + Q) is a differential,
and so <I> is an isomorphism of DG Lie algebras. Q.E.D.
4.5. Notation. Let L( V, 8) be a free DG Lie algebra with quadratic differential.
Then the bracket length of cycles representing classes of H(L(V, 8)) induces a
filtration of H(L(V, 8)). If a class has a representative cycle of homogeneous
bracket length, this length will be referred to as the underlying bracket length of
the class. Notice that this is not necessarily the bracket length of the class in
the Lie algebra H(L(V, 8)) .
4.6. Proposition. Let L(V, 8) be a free DG Lie algebra with quadratic differen-

tial, and let L(V, 8+P) be any perturbation. Assume the terms in H(L(V, 8)),
of underlying bracket length greater than or equal to three, are zero in degrees
Sr. Then L( V, 8 + P) is isomorphic to a perturbation L( V, 8 + Q), where Q
is zero on elements of L( V) of degree S r + 1 .

+ 'II): V -+ L( V) will be constructed that will
allow the above proposition to be invoked. Construct 'II inductively over degree
as follows. On elements of degree 1, put 'II equal to zero. Now assume 'II has
been constructed on elements of degree S k S r , such that, when <I> = 1 + 'II
is extended to a Lie algebra map,
Proof. A vector space map (1

<1>( 8

(t)

+ P)

= 8<1>

on all elements of L( V) of degree S k. Choose a basis for V in degree k + 1
and consider a basis element v. Then (8 + P)(v) is of degree k, so
8<1>(8

+ P)(v) = <1>(8 + p)2(V) = O.

Thus 8(P + '118 + 'IIP)(v) = 0, and by the homology assumption, there exists
some 11 such that (P + '118 + 'IIP)(v) = 811. Furthermore, 11 can be chosen to
be of bracket length ~ 2. Put 'II (v) = 11. This constructs a well-defined 'II on
V in degree k + 1. Now define <I> = 1 + 'II on elements of V of degree k + 1 ,
and for such an element, by construction, <l>P(v) + '118 (v) = 8'11(v) , and hence
<1>(8 + P) = 8<1> on elements of V in degree k + 1. It is easy to check that
if (t) holds on elements of L( V) in degrees S k , then it holds on brackets of
such elements. Hence, (t) is true on all elements of L(V) in degrees S k + 1 ,
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and induction goes through. This constructs «I> = 1 + I{I on all elements of
V in degrees ~ r + 1. Define I{I to be zero on any remaining elements of
V. This completes the construction of (1 + I{I): V --+ L(V). Now invoke
the above proposition, to induce an isomorphic perturbation L( V, 8 + Q) ,
for which Q = «I>P + 1{18 - 81{1 - QI{I. On elements of L(V) of degree 1,
Q is zero. Now inductively assume Q to be zero on elements of L( V) of
degrees ~ k ~ r, and let X be an element of L( V) of degree k + 1. Then
Q(X) = «I>P(X) + 1{18(X) - 81{1(X) = 0, by (t). Therefore, by induction, Q is
zero on elements of L(V) of degrees ~ r + 1. Q.E.D.
Finally, a technical result is given that provides linear independence criteria,
useful for checking certain relations in free Lie algebras. This will be used in
the next two sections.
4.7. Lemma. Let V be a finite graded vector space and let {VI' ... ,vrn } be a
totally ordered basis of V. Let L( V) be the free Lie algebra on V, and x in
L( V) such that x = L tfVi' Xi], where each Xi is of the form
Xi = '~
" A{[V)" I , [v)"2 , ... ,[V)",·-1 ,V)"]
... ]];
,.
j

J

J

andforeach bracket of x, oflength rj +1, A~ = 0 unless max{v i , v j , '

< vj ,

J

,

and

V j ,_, ~
J

vj ,

J

,

.•. ,V j , _ )
J

with respect to the given order of the basis of V. If x

is zero in L( V), then each Xi is equal to zero.
Proof. Straightforward, by considering the universal enveloping algebra of
L( V), which is T( V)-the tensor algebra on V [Q, appendix B]-and then
using the fact that L( V) includes into T( V) , so the appropriate relations can
be checked there. See my thesis [Lu] for details. Q.E.D.

5.

AN INTRINSIC FORMALITY RESULT

This paper is primarily concerned with beginning the analysis of Lefschetz
algebras from a rational homotopy point of view. However, it turns out that
many of the simple cases of Lefschetz algebras to be considered in §7 can in
fact be treated as particular examples of a different type of algebra, which is
not necessarily Lefschetz. Therefore, this section considers this different type
of algebra and in particular investigates its intrinsic formality properties.
It is necessary to introduce some notation before stating the main result.

5.1. Definition. Let H be a graded algebra. H is an elliptic graded complete
intersection if H is a finite algebra and H 2:: A(x l , .. , , xn)/(R I ' ••• , R rn ),
where {RJ is a graded regular sequence (see [J6z]).

Remark. Such algebras are also called hyperformal in [Fe-H], where they need

not be finite. These algebras have been well studied from the rational homotopy
point of view [H2' Fr-H]. In particular, an elliptic graded complete intersection
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is intrinsically formal and is a Poincare duality algebra [H 2 ]. Furthermore, a
minimal model for an H as in the definition is given by

p: A(xi ' ... , x n ' YI ' ... , Ym; d)

--t

H,

with dXj = 0, dYj = Rj' and an obvious map p. Thus the rational homotopy
of such an H is finite, making the minimal model an elliptic space in the
terminology of [Fe-H-Th]. Hence the notation introduced here.
Now the main result can be stated as
5.2. Theorem 1. Let H ~ G 1#G 2 , with G 1 an elliptic graded complete intersection of dimension 2n, and G2 an (n - 1)-connected Poincare duality algebra of
dimension 2n. Then H is intrinsically formal.

Before proving the result, it is necessary to set up a number of technical
lemmas. Recall the notation of 4.5.
5.3. Lemma. Let L(S-I H*, 8,1.) be the DG Lie algebra minimal model of
an elliptic graded complete intersection H. Then the only nonzero terms in
H(L(s - I H* , 8,1.)) are sums of classes of underlying bracket length 1 and 2.

Proof. By the well-known correspondence between elements in Zo and ZI of
the bigraded model of H, and underlying bracket length 1 and 2 terms of
H(L(s-I H*, 8,1.))' Q.E.D.
5.4. Proposition. Let H ~ G1#G 2 , where G1 is an elliptic graded complete
intersection of dimension 2n, and G2 is an (n - 1)-connected Poincare duality
algebra of dimension 2n. Let L(s -I H* ,8,1.) be the DG Lie algebra minimal
model of H, and let W be the Lie ideal in L(s -I H*) generated by s -I G; .
Then the underlying bracket length 2: 3 terms of H(L(s-1 H*, 8,1.)) are spanned
by classes with representatives in W.

Proof. Consider the short exact sequence
o --t L(s -I G 2n*, AD(s -I G1*)(s -I G2n*); d)
j

--t

L(s

-I

H*, 8,1.)

p-I

--t

L(s

G1* ' 8,1.)

--t

O.

This induces a long exact sequence in homology. Since the two right-hand
terms have quadratic differentials, p * preserves underlying bracket lengths, and
since G 1 is an elliptic complete intersection, H(L(s-I Gh , 8,1.)) has no terms
of underlying bracket length 2: 3. Thus, for all underlying bracket length 2: 3
terms in H(L(s-1 H*, 8,1.))' i* is surjective. Q.E.D.
5.5. Corollary. Let H ~ G 1#G 2 as above., and let L(s -I H* , 8,1. + P) be a perturbation ofL(s-1 H*, 8,1.)' Then L(S-I H*, 8,1. +P) is isomorphic to a perturbation
L(S-I H*, 8,1. + Q), where Q = 0 on elements of L(S-I H*) of degree::; n + 1.

Proof. From above, all underlying bracket length 2: 3 terms in the homology
H(L(s-I H*, 8,1.)) are represented by elements of the ideal W. But W is zero
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in degrees ~ n - 2 , so bracket length ~ 3 terms in Ware zero in degrees ~ n .
Hence, underlying bracket length ~ 3 terms in H(L(s-1 H*, 88 )) are zero in
degrees ~ n , and by 4.6, the corollary holds. Q.E.D.
5.6. Proposition. Let H ~ G 1#G2 be as in the above proposition, let W be
the ideal in L(S-I H*) as above, and let L(S-I H*, 88 + P) be a perturbation
of L(S-I H., 88 ), Then L(S-I H *, 88 + P) is isomorphic to a perturbation
L(S-I H *, 88 + Q) for which imQ c W.
Proof. Assume inductively that im PeW for P acting on elements of
L(s -I H*) of degrees ~ r, some r ~ 2n - 2. Construct a vector space map

<I> = 1 + IJI: S-I H * ---+ L(S-I H *) as follows. On elements of S-I H • of degrees ~ r, put IJI = O. Choose a basis for s -I H* in degree r + 1, and
let v be a basis element. Now consider P(v). 88 + P is a differential, so
(88 P + PP + P88 )(v) = 0, and hence 88 P(v) c W, by the inductive assumption. In the short exact sequence of DG Lie algebras
-I n
-I
-I n
0---+ L(s G2*, AD(s G1.)(s G2.) ; d)
j
---+

L(s

-I

H. ' 88 )

p-I
---+ L(s

88 (pP(v)) = p(88 P(v)) = 0, since 88 P(v)

=

G 1* ' 88 )

c

---+

0;

W = im(j). Thus pP(v) is a

,=

cycle in L(S-I G1 *, 88 ) of bracket length ~ 3, and hence is exact by 5.2. Say

pP(v)
88 " for some'. p is surjective, so
P(l1), for some 17, whence
p(P(v) - 88 17) = 0, and so by exactness, P(v) - 88 (17) = j(O), some O. So,

given a basis element v in s -I H* of degree r + 1 , as above, choose some 17
and 0 in W such that
P(v) = j(O) + 88 17,

and define lJI(v) = 11. Thus IJI is well defined in degrees ~ r + 1 . Now define
IJI to be zero in degrees ~ r + 2. This completes the construction of <1>. As in
4.4, this induces an isomorphic perturbation L(S-I H*, 88 + Q), which satisfies

Q=

P

+ 1J188 + IJIP -

88 1J1- QIJI.

On elements of s -I H* of degree ~ r, and all brackets of such elements, IJI is
zero, and so Q = P here. In degree r + 1, Q(v) = P(v) - 88 1J1(v) - QIJI(v) =
P(V)-88 17-QIJI(V) = j(O)-PIJI(v) c W by construction, and hence imQ c W
for Q acting on elements of L(s -I H*) of degree ~ r + 1. So induction goes
through. By 5.5 it is possible to assume that P = 0 on elements of degree
~ n + 1 . Thus, by induction, the proposition is proven. Q.E.D.
Having set up the technical preliminaries, it is now possible to prove the
main theorem of this section.
5.7. Proof of Theorem 1. First, fix a basis for the DG Lie algebra minimal model
of H as follows. Choose a basis for G 1 , {I, xi,.u} say. Then by Poincare
duality, there exists a dual basis {I, x; , .u}. For G 1 in degrees < n choose
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the basis elements {1, XJiEI' For G 1 in degree n, choose basis elements
{Xj}jEJ; and for G 1 in degrees> n, choose the basis elements {x~, J1}iEI'
So {I, Xi' X; , X j ' J1} iEI ,jEJ is a basis for G 1 · For G2 in degree n, choose
any basis {Yk}kEK' Then {l,xi'x~,Xj'Yk,J1}iEI,jEJ,kEK is a basis for H.
By abuse of notation, retain the same letters for the dualised basis of the coal* -I xj,S -I Yk's -I}.
h d eSlre
. db'
!'
h
{S-I Xi'S -I Xi'S
b H *;ten
gera
J1
lste
aSlSlor
L(s - I H*, 81'') .
Let W be the ideal in L(S-I HJ generated by the {S-I yk }. Let the DG Lie
algebra L(S-I H*, 8t. + P) be any perturbation of L(s-I H*, 8t.). Without loss
of generality, by 5.5 and 5.6, assume that P = 0 on elements of L(S-I H*) of
degrees ~ n + 1 , and that im PeW. From the construction of the basis of

s

-I H

*'
8t.(s

-I

J1)=

""'
Is - I X I L...,,(-l)
'[s
iEI

+

L

1

Xi'S

-I *
""'
X i ]+ L..."

Aa,b[S

a ,bEJ

-I

Xa'S

-

1

Xb]

Vc,d[S-IYc,S-IYd].

c,dEK

Furthermore, it is possible to write, using the Jacobi identity,
p(S-I J1 )

= L[S-I Xi ,

RJ

iEI

with each element Ri in W, by assumption on P; and furthermore, every bracket of each Ri has exactly one entry from {S-I yk } , for dimensional
reasons, so each bracket of Ri can, and will, be assumed to be written as
a "nested" or "right justified" bracket [S-I X II , [ ... , [S-I X ir ,S-I y S ] ... ]], up

to a scalar, with the S-I ys entry as the right-hand entry. Using (t l ) and
(t 2)' define a vector space map <l> = 1 + lfI: s -I H* -+ L(s -I H*) by putting
and lfI = 0 on all other basis elements. By 4.4 this
defines an isomorphic perturbation L(s -I H* ' 8t. + Q) such that, if <I> = 1 + lfI
is a map of Lie algebr!ls,
lfI(S-IXn = -( _1)ls-IXiIRi'

Claim. Q is zero.
Proof of claim. P and lfI are both zero on elements in {s -I Xi'S -I Xj , S-I Yk},
and using (t 3)' Q is zero on these elements also. This leaves the elements
{X ~ , J1} . In a similar fashion to the argument in [St], consider the two equations

iEI

iEI
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and

iEI

iEI

By construction, adding these latter two equations gives
'""'

O=L..,,[s
iEI

-I

xi,P(s

-I

•

xi)+'IIa~(s

-I

•

Xi)-a~'II(s

-I

•

Xi)],

since P(RJ is zero, from a consideration of the entries in each R i • Now,
im PeW, and by construction im 'II C W also. W is clearly stable under
a~ , and so after placing an obvious total order on the basis of s -I H. ' whereby
elements {S-I ys } have maximal order, this equation fits into the hypotheses
of 4.7. Thus, for each i, (P + 'IIa~ - a~'II)(s-lx7) =, O. A simple induction
argument over degree, using (t 3 ) and the fact that 'IIP(S-I x7) = 0, implies that
Q = 0 on all elements {S-I xn. This leaves Q(s -I J,l) = P(s -I J,l) + 'IIa~ (s -I J,l) +
'IIP(S-IJ,l) by (t 3 ). But 'IIP(S-IJ,l) = 0, and hence Q(S-IJ,l) = p(S-IJ,l) +
'IIa~(s-IJ,l) = 0 by construction. This proves the claim.
Finally, since a~ + P was an arbitrary perturbation, the result of 4.3 implies
H is intrinsically formal. Q.E.D.
6. A SECOND

INTRINSIC FORMALITY RESULT

In this section the second main result is proven-6.1. Unlike the main result
of the previous section, this one applies only to Lefschetz algebras. For this
section it will be assumed that any Lefschetz algebra already has a LefschetzPoincare basis, chosen as in §3. Recall the notation of 3.10. The main result
can be stated as
6.1. Theorem 2. Let H = H (n , k) be a Lejschetz algebra. If 2n
H is intrinsically formal. 1

~

4k - 2, then

Remark. This is the Lefschetz algebra analogue of Miller's result [Mi2 ].
Once again, before proving the result, it is necessary to set up a number of
technical lemmas. In order to begin these, it is necessary to know something
about the rational homotopy of a Lefschetz algebra. The appropriate information is provided by the following result, which is proved in my thesis [Lu,
appendix]. Recall the notation of 3.4 and 4.5.
6.2. Proposition. Let H = H(n, k) be a Lejschetz algebra, with 2n ~ 4k 2. Then in degrees ~ 2n - 2, the underlying bracket length ~ 3 terms of
IS. Papadima kindly informed me in a letter that B. Berceanu of INCREST, Romania, has
proved a result very similar to this.
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H(L(s-1 H., a~)) are spanned, as a vector space, by classes with the following
representatives:
1. Underlying bracket length 3-terms [s -I V ij , Xij], where a~ (s -I v i) = 0,
X ij is a~ -closed, of bracket length 2, and of degree ~ n - 1 .
2. Underlying bracket length 4-terms [S-I Vkp ' [S-I Vkq , [S-I vkr , S-I vks ]]]
in degree 2n - 2 if 2n = 4k - 2; and if 2n < 4k - 2, all underlying bracket
length ~ 4 terms of H(L(s-I H., a~)) of degree ~ 2n - 2 are zero.
All underlying bracket length ~ 5 terms of degree ~ 2n - 2 are zero.
The proof of this result takes the form of a fairly lengthy, steady calculation,
using the Lefschetz property of H and the way in which this multiplicative
structure is reflected in the differential of the Quillen model of H.

6.3. Corollary. Let H = H(n, k) be a LeJschetz algebra with 2n ~ 4k - 2.
If L(S-I H., a~ + P) is any perturbation of the Quillen model of H, then there
exists an isomorphic perturbation L(S-I H., a~ + Q) such that Q = 0 except on
elements S-IO/ of degree> n + k - 2.
Proof. By the above result, underlying bracket length ~ 3 homology of the
model L(s-IH.,a~) is zero in degrees ~n+k-3. Now apply 4.6. Q.E.D.
A substantial part of the theorem can now be proved. The idea behind the
proof is as follows. The corollary above means that it is possible to assume a
perturbation of the Quillen model of H is only nonzero on elements s -10/ of
sufficiently high degree that they are in the range where rank H r = 0 or 1, above
the middle degree. Suppose the only element on which P is nonzero is s -I w n •
Then using the "Miller-Stasheff" techniques for removing perturbations off the
fundamental classes of Poincare duality algebras, it would be possible to show H
intrinsically formal directly. Here, however, the situation is more complicated,
but is helped by the fact that, for the purposes of removing perturbations a la
Miller-Stasheff, the wi,S for i < n behave like little fundamental classes for the
relevant terms. This is made precise by 3.1!'
6.4. Notation. Denote by P3 that part of a perturbation
bracket lengths by two (see [StD.

a+ P

that extends

6.5. Proposition. Let H = H (n, k) be a LeJschetz algebra with 2n ~ 4k - 2,
and L(S-I H., a~ + P) be a perturbation of the Quillen model of H such that
P = 0 on all elements of degree ~ n + k - 2. Then there exists an isomorphic
perturbation L(s -I H. ' a~ + Q) with Q3 = o.

Proof. Assume that the element of lowest degree on which P3 is nonzero is
s -I wP. A linear map If!: s -I H. -+ L( s - 1H.) will be constructed so that, by
4.4, an isomorphic perturbation is induced by <I> = 1 + If!: L(s -I H. , a~ + P) -+
L(S-I H., a~ + Q) and Q 3 will be zero on elements of degree ~ IS-lwPl, and
Q = 0 on elements of degree ~ n + k - 2 .
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That (at. + p)2 = 0 implies that P3(S-laI) is a at.-cycle of bracket length
3. By 6.2 above, it can be written
(1)

with IXijl ~ n - 1 and
also possible to write
(2)

at.(s

-I

IVijl < !Iali.

Using the Lefschetz-Poincare basis, it is

p
"" -I
-I n-p *
w) = L)s v ij ' s
W
Vi)

""

+ L)S

-I

WV ij ' S

-I

W

n-p+1 *
Vi)

" -I q
-I n-p+q *
"" -I i -I p-i ]
+ ... + "L.)S
W Vij ,S W
Vi ) + L.)S w, S W
+ L terms with entries of deg ::::; n - 1 ,
i

i

where qi is the largest integer such that Iw n - p+qi vij I < n. Furthermore, the
indexing set for the sum in (1) is the same set as the indexing set for the first
sum on the right-hand side of (2), by 3.11. From (1) and (2) the construction
of '" can be started as: '" = 0 on all elements of degree ::::; n - 1 , and on all
elements s-Iwn, for r < P; ",(S-laI) = 0:, ",(s-Iwn-pv~) = _(_1)IVij IX ij
and '" (s -I W r*)
v ij = 01."
lor Is- I W r*1
V ij < IS- I W n-p*1
V ij .
To extend '" over the remaining elements of degree >
s-I V; column-see the following table:
2n - i - 1

S

2n - i - 3

2p - i

+1

2p - i - 1
2p - i - 3

S

S

-I

-I

*

Is -I w n - p v; I , in the
S

Vii'

*

S

WV il '

-I

-I

*

V.

I"U)

*

WV·

'.(i)

n-p-I *
-I n-p-I *
V i i ' S
W
Vi.(i)
-I n-p *
-I n-p *
S
W
V.,
S
W
V·
'I
'.(i)

-I

W

"'2 = 0

on all elements::::; this degree in this column

and for each i, it is necessary to prove
Claim. On the elements {s-Iwn-p-tv~}t=o •...• n_p' for each ij, '" can be defined inductively such that
-I
( - I n-p-(t-I) *)1
- [ S w,"'s W
Vij"

- ... - [s

-I

t

w,

",(S

Proof of claim. For t = 0, '" is already defined on
",(s

with

at.xij =

-I

O. So assume that

W

n-p *
Vij) =

-I

W

n-p *
Vi)]'

S -I w n - p V ~ ,

as

±Xij ,

",(s-Iwn-p-r v~)

is defined for all r::::; t - 1
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as in the hypothesis, and consider the formula for ct>8a(S-IWn-p-IV~).
(1

+ I{I)8a (s

-I

w

n-p-I ..
Vi)

= 8 a (s
-

[S

-I
-I

w

n-p-I ..
-I
-I n-p-(t-I) ..
Vi) - [S
W, I{IS
W
Vij]
2

W, I{IS

- ... - [S

-I

-I

W

n-p-(t-2) ..
Vij]

I
-I n-p ..
W, I{IS
W
Vij]

+ I{I(terms on which

= 0) .

I{I

Applying 8a gives
8 a ct>8a (s

-I

W

n-p-I ..
Vi)

..
-I 2
-I n-p-(t-2) ..
= [s -I w, 8a I{I(s -I W n-p-(t-I) Vi)]
+ [s w , 8a I{I(S W
Vij)]
I
+ ... + [s -I w,

- [8a (s

-I

8 a l{l(s

-I

W

n-p ..
-I
-I n-p-(I-I) ..
Vij)] - [8a (s
w), I{I(S
W
Vij)]

2
-I n-p-(t-2) ..
-I I
-I n-p ..
w), I{I(S
W
Vij)] - .,. - [8a (s
w), I{I(S
W
vij)]'

The right-hand side can be expanded using the induction hypothesis for the first
set of terms, and the fact that Is -I WI I < 2k , giving
8 a (s-l w ') =

L

_[S-IWi, S-IW,-i]

for such r in the second set of terms. This gives
8 a l{l8a (s

-I

W

n-p-I ..
vij)

_
[-I
{[ -I
( - I n-p-(t-2) .. )]
- - S W,
S W, I{I S W
v ij

2
+ [S- I W,

( - I n-p-(t-3) .. )]
I{I S W
v ij

.. }
+ ... + [s -I W I-I ,I{I(s -I W n-p Vi)]]
-I 2 {[ -I
( - I n-p-(t-3) .. )]
- [ S W,
S W, I{I S W
V ij

+ [S- I w2,

_( -I n-p-(t-4) .. )]
S W
V ij

1/1

.. }
+ ... + [S -I W 1-2 ,I{I(S -I W n-p Vij)]]
- ... - [S

+ h-I [ S-I W,

S

-I

-I

+ [[S

+[ {

[S

W,S

-I

W,S

-I

-I

W

I-I

,

{

[S

-I

W, I{I(S

-I

W

n-p .. }
Vi)]]

( - I n-p-(/-2) .. )]
W], I{I S W
V ij

2
-I n-p-(t-3) ..
W], I{I(S
W
Vi)]

-I

3
I -I 2
-I 2}
( - I n-p-(t-4) .. )
W]+2[S
W,S
W]
,I{IS W
V ij ]

+ ... + [{ [S -I W,

S -I WI-I]

+ ... + [S -I W[I/2] , S-I W(I/2)]}

, I{I(S -I wn-pv~)],

where in this last line, [t/2] is the largest integer less than or equal to t/2 and
(t/2) is the smallest integer greater than or equal to 1/2; and if these latter
two are equal, then a 1/2 should be placed before the bracket containing these
.
{-I b
-I c
-I n-p-a .. )}
h
1
terms. But rlor each tnple
S W, S W, I{I(s
W
v ij
' were 1 :::; 1- ,
and a + b + c = I, it is clear that the above equation contains copies of the
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Jacobi identities:
for b =I- c

0= - [s

-I

- [s

-I

c

w, [s

b

-I

b
-I n-p-a *
w, Ijf(s w
vij)]]

b
-I c
-I n-p-a *
w, [s w, Ijf(s w
vij)]]

+ [[s -I WC ,
and for b = c

-I

S -I w b],

-I

Ijf(s -I w n- p- a)];

b

0= - [s w, [s w, Ijf(s
1
-I b
-I b
+ I[[s
w, s w],

-I

Ijf(s

w
-I

n-p-a *
vij)]]
w

n-p-a *
v,)] .

Notice that in these latter formulae, s -I wb and s -I W C have odd degree. Furthermore, these terms are all that the right-hand side of the equation contains.
!l
!l (-I
!l (-I
. exTh us ut:,.ljfut:,.
S
w n-p-t Vi)*) = 0 , so b y 6 .2 ab ove, Ijfut:,.
S
w n-p-t Vi)*) IS
act, since it is a length 2: 3 cycle of degree ~ n + k - 3; say it equals ot:,.p.
Then defining Ijf(s -I w n- p- tV~) = p gives an extension of Ijf with the required
property. This proves the claim.
This extends Ijf over all elements of s-I H* of degree ~ Is -I w PI. Finally,
define Ijf to be zero on all elements s -I w m for m > p. This completes the
definition of Ijf.
According to 4.4, any such map <I> = 1 + Ijf defines an isomorphic perturbation L(S-I H *, at:,. + Q) with
Q= P

+ Ijfot:,. + IjfP -

ot:,.1jf - QIjf.

Claim. The perturbation so defined has Q3 equal to zero on all elements of
degree ~ Is -I wP I , and is zero on elements of degree ~ n + k - 2 .
Proof of claim. The length three part of Q is given by

Q3 = P3 + Ijfot:,. - ot:,.ljf.

v:*

This is trivially zero on all elements of degree lower than Is -I w n - p I in the
column of V:' for each i. On elements of s -I w n - p
for each i, P3 = 0since these are of degree < IS-lwPl, Ijfot:,. = O-since ot:,.(s-Iwn- pv ;) is a sum

v:* ,

of terms whose entries are of degree < n - 1, and Ijf(s-Iwn-pv~) = ±Xi ), so

=0

v:* ,

on these elements also. Hence Q3 = 0 on elements of s -I w n- p
for each i. Next, on elements of s - I w n - p - t
for t > 0, P3 is zero, by
assumption, and Ijfot:,. - ot:,.1jf = 0 by the construction of the previous claim. SO
Q3 = 0 on all these elements also. On elements of type s -I w' for r < p, P3
is zero, Ijf is zero by definition and, for dimensional reasons, no elements of
s-Iwn-p-tv:* for t 2: 0 can appear in the formula for ot:,.S-I W'. Hence Ijfot:,.
will be zero here and so Q3 equals zero on all these elements also. Finally,
on S-IWP, again no elements of s-Iwn-p-tv:* for t > 0 can appear in the
formula for ot:,.s -I wP , so Ijfot:,. remains what it was originally on this element.
ot:,.1jf

v:*
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Thus, by construction, Q3 = 0 on this element too. It is easy to check, in a
similar fashion, that Q is zero on elements of degree ::; n + k - 2. This proves
the claim.
An induction argument on p ::; n now completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D.
It is now possible to give an outline:

6.6. Proof of Theorem 2. Let H = H(n, k) be a Lefschetz algebra with 2n ::;
4k - 2, and L(s -I H* , at. + P) be any perturbation of the Quillen model of
H. Corollary 6.3 and Proposition 6.5 above imply that it is possible to assume, without loss of generality, that P3 = O. Now the information given by
Proposition 6.2 above, a slight modification of 4.4, and standard arguments for
removing perturbations (such as those of [Mi2 ] or [St]) make it possible to remove first the length four part of the perturbation, and subsequently all of the
remaining perturbation. For details see my thesis [Lu].
7.

EXAMPLES AND FINAL REMARKS

In this final section, some relatively simple examples of Lefschetz algebras are
considered. As mentioned in the introduction to §5, many of these will fit into
the hypotheses of Theorem 1 above. Also, two examples of Lefschetz algebras
that are not intrinsically formal are given; one of which (7.9) is the cohomology
of a Kahler manifold. Finally, two remarks are made concerning extensions of
the results in this paper.
7.1. Example. The simplest type of Lefschetz algebra, other than the trivial algebra, is a truncated polynomial ring on one generator of degree 2, Q[x]/(x n + I ).

Such an algebra is realised as the cohomology of n-dimensional complex projective space, H*(Cpn; Q), that is, the cohomology ring of a Kahler manifold.
These algebras are (elliptic graded) complete intersections and so are intrinsically formal, as is well known.
7.2. Example. Let G(k, n) be the complex Grassmannian manifold of kdimensional subspaces in (n + k)-dimensional space. Then H*(G(k, n); Q) 2::
Q[x l , x 2 ' .. , , x k ' YI ' ... , yn]/(R I , ... , Rn+k); where Ix;1 = 2i = ly;l, IR;I =
2i, and R; is the homogeneous degree 2i part of the equation (1 + XI + ... +
Xk)(Y I + ... + Yn ) = 1. As in [Bott-Tu, p. 297], H*(G(k, n); Q) is an (elliptic) complete intersection and hence is intrinsically formal. Furthermore,
H* (G(k , n) ; Q) is a Lefschetz algebra since by construction it is realised by a
Kahler manifold.
7.3. Construction. Consider the following construction [Bott-Tu, IV, §2.1]. Let
--> M be a complex vector bundle of rank n, and let 1C: P(E) --> M be the
projective bundle. Then if 1C- I E --> P(E) is the pullback bundle over P(E) ,
1C -I E is a rank n bundle, which splits as the direct sum of a complex line
bundle and a rank n - 1 bundle; say 1C -\ E 2:: S I EB Q\. In order to construct

p: E
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a split manifold for p, this construction can be repeated n - 1 times. In the
special case when p is the trivial bundle over a point, p: C n -+ * , this iterated
construction results in the flag manifold Fl(n) , and a sequence of manifolds
Fl(n) = P(Q n,n -2)

-+ ... -+

P(Q n, I)

-+

Cpn

-+

*.

An attractive feature of these examples is the fact that there is a presentation
of the cohomology rings of these manifolds, given by
H*(P(Qn); Q) ~ Q[x l

, ••• , X i+ I '

Y1 ,

••• ,

y n_ i _ I 1!(R 1 ,

••• ,

Rn),

where IXjl = 2, IYjl = 2j, IR) = 2j, and Rj is the homogeneous degree 2j
part of the equation (l+xl)···(l+xi+I)(I+YI+···+Yn_i_l) = 1. To complete
the notation, Cpn should be regarded as P( Qn, 0) .
7.4. Lemma. With the above notation, H*(P(Q.I, n ); Q) is a Le/schetz algebra
and an elliptic graded complete intersection.
Proof· That H*(P(Q i n); Q) is a graded complete intersection follows from
an easy generalisation' of the argument in [Bott-Tu, p. 297], to show that the
relations form a regular sequence. Furthermore, each P(Qi n) is actually a
Kahler manifold. This follows since P( Qi, n) is a generalise'd flag manifold,
and a similar argument to [W, p. 11] gives an embedding of P(Q I, n ) into
some Cpn; finally, any complex manifold that admits such an embedding is
Kahler. Q.E.D.

7.5. Examples. The above construction together with 7.1 and 7.2 provides many
examples of algebras that, from the intrinsic formality point of view, are the
simplest cases of Lefschetz algebras-from the intrinsic formality point of view,
the simplest algebras are free algebras, and these cannot be Lefschetz. They
are all (elliptic) complete intersections and hence are intrinsically formal. In
addition, these examples may be combined to give even more simplest cases,
by forming the tensor product, since the properties of being Lefschetz and of
being a complete intersection are both preserved under tensor product. For
these examples, all tensor products can in fact be realised by Kahler manifolds,
as the product of two Kahler manifolds is again a Kahler manifold.
Clearly the above examples can be used to construct plenty of algebras fitting
the hypotheses of Theorem 1, since it is easy to construct (n - 1)-connected
Poincare duality algebras of dimension 2n. However, as a more natural example of an algebra to which Theorem 1 applies, there is the following.
7.6. Example. Consider the cohomology ring H* (X ; Q), of a complete intersection X [Hir, p. 159], not to be confused with the algebraic complete
intersections previously mentioned. These cases have been considered in [Bab],
where it is shown that these algebras are intrinsically formal. They have also
been considered in [N [], where the rational homotopy of spaces realising such
algebras is completely calculated. No explicit mention of intrinsic formality
is made in [N d, although the intrinsic formality of H* (X; Q) could be more
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or less read off from that work. In any case, if X is a complete intersection,
H· (X ; Q) is isomorphic to a connected sum of H· (Cpn ; Q) ,some n, and an
(n - 1)-connected Poincare duality algebra of dimension 2n. So by Theorem
1, H* (X; Q) is intrinsically formal.
7.7. Corollary. Let X be a complete intersection; then X is formal.
Remark. This gives an alternative proof of a rather special case of the theorem

that Kahler manifolds are formal. Whilst 7.7 is hardly a substantial part of this
theorem, at least the result is valid over the rationals directly; whereas the result
of [D-Gr-Mo-Su] needs a theorem of descent before applying over the rationals.
This latter example should be thought of as the next hardest case after
H*(Cpn; Q) and examples such as those from 7.1-7.5 above. It was this example that prompted the final generality of Theorem 1. Thus, in the above
examples, the "easiest cases" of Lefschetz algebras are by definition intrinsically formal, and Theorem 1 should be thought of as taking up the next hardest
case.
The last two examples given are of Lefschetz algebras that are not intrinsically formal. The second of these is the cohomology of a Kahler manifold,
and so shows that Kahler manifolds do not, in general, have intrinsically formal cohomology rings. This fact is considered in [Bab], and an example given
there; however there is an error in the argument, and the algebra given in [Bab],
and claimed not to be intrinsically formal, is, in fact, intrinsically formal. My
example is a minor modification of Babenko's. The first of the examples is
one that lies immediately outside the dimensional restrictions of Theorem 2,
and so shows that result-within the terms set up there-to be best possible. I
do not know whether it is realised by a Kahler manifold, and I do not know
whether there are Kahler manifolds whose cohomology lies immediately outside
the range of Theorem 2.
7.8. Example. Let X = {{ {Cp2#(S2 X S2)} X Cpl}#(S3 X S3)} X Cpl. S2 and
Cpn are Kahler manifolds, and so repeated applications of 3.6, 3.8 and 3.9
give that H* (X; Q) is a Lefschetz algebra. Now, H* (X; Q) can be presented
as A(wI' w 2 ' w 3 ' a, b, a, P)/(R) , where the w/s are representatives for the
Cpn,s and a, b, a, P for the Si,S-SO IWil = 2, lal = Ibl = 2, and lal =
IPI = 3;and R = {a 2 ,b2 ,ab-w2l , wla, wlb, W22 ' W23' aa, pa, ab, P b ,apwiw 2 , aWl' PW I ' aw2 , pw2}. Using this presentation, it is possible to construct the differential in L(S-IH.(X; Q), aj!,)' Furthermore, it is possible to
check that the following defines a perturbation on L(S-IH*(X; Q), aA),
and that the resulting L(S-IH.(X;.Q), aA + P) is not isomorphic to
L(S-IH*(X; Q), aA):
P(s
P(s

-I

-I

W3a) = -[s

-I

WI'

W3W2WI ) = -[s

-I

[s

-I

p, [s

a, s

-I

-I

a]],

-I

a, sa]],
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P(s

-I

W3W2b) = 2[s

-I

a, [s

-I

p, s

-I
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wd]

and P = 0 on all other elements of s-I H* (X ; Q). Details are in my thesis
[Lu]. Hence, H* (X; Q) is not intrinsically formal.
7.9. Example. Let Vj(3) be a hypersurface of dimension 3 in Cp4, defined
by a single equation of degree 3. A good description of the cohomology of
such spaces is given in [Bab]; see also [Hir, p. 159]. H*(Vj(3); Q) has algebra generators w in degree 2, {ai' a;}i=I, ... ,5 in degree 3, and is isomorphic to H*( CP 3#(S3 x S3)# ... #(S3 X S3); Q). Now consider X = Vj(3) x
Cp2: X is a Kahler manifold since both factors are. However, H*(X; Q) is
not intrinsically formal, as the following defines a nontrivial perturbation of
L(S-I H*(X; Q), 8/J)' Let x generate the cohomology of CP2; then define
P(s

-I

2

a 3x) = -[s

-I

w, [s

-I

-I

a 2]] ,
*
-I
-I
P(s w X )
-[s a 3 , [s ai' s a 2]],
-I * 2
-I
-I *
-I
P(s a l x ) = [s a 2 , [s a 3 , s w]]
-I

and
P(s

-I

2

2

=

ai' s

-I

* 2
-I
-I *
-I
a 2x) = -[s ai' [s a 3 , s w]].

Then it is possible to check that, so defined, 8!J. + P is a differential on
L(S-IH*(X; Q)). In fact, the only nontrivial checking to be done is to check
that P8!J.(S-I W3x 2) = 0, and with the help of the Jacobi identity, this is true by
construction. Finally, it remains to show that L(S-I H*(X; Q), 8!J. + P) cannot
be isomorphic to L(s -I H* (X; Q), 8!J.)' First, it is the case that any isomorphism
-I
-I
<Il: L(s H*(X; Q), 8!J. + P) -- L(s H*(X; Q), 8!J.)
can be used to define an isomorphism
1 + "': L(s

-I

H*(X; Q), 8!J. +P) -- L(s

-I

H*(X; Q), 8!J.)'

where '" increases bracket length by at least one. So without loss of generality
assume there is an isomorphism
<Il = 1 + "': L(s

-I

H*(X; Q), 8!J.

+ P)

-- L(s

-I

H*(X; Q), 8!J.)'

Then <Il(8!J. + P)(s-la 3x2) must equal 8!J.<Il(S-l a3x 2). But this implies that,
modulo length greater than 3 terms, and the terms in the (Lie) ideal generated by
s -I a 3 and s -I x, [s -I W, [s -I ai's -I a 2]] is a boundary, which cannot be true
since, modulo these terms, the image of 8!J. is contained in the ideal generated by
. an
[s -I w, s -I w], [s -I w, s -I w2] ,and [s -I ai' s -I a i*] • Thus, t here cannot eXIst
isomorphism between L(S-I H.(X; Q), 8!J. + P) and L(S-I H*(X; Q), 8!J.)' so
H* (X; Q) cannot be intrinsically formal.
Remark. In 3.1, Lefschetz algebras were defined with Kahler classes in degree 2.

The reason for this is, as explained in §§ 1, 2, and 3, that the motivation for the
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work originally came from the problem of deciding the intrinsic formality or
not of the cohomology of Kahler manifolds. However, it would be possible to
set up, in an obvious way, a more general type of algebra with a "Kahler class"
in degree 2k, for any k ~ 1. With this generalised definition, all the (purely
algebraic) working of, for example, Theorems 1 and 2, would go through in a
formally identical way.
Remark. Theorem 1 is not best possible as it stands, and there is a generalisation. An identical argument to that given in my thesis [Lu] to prove 4.3.9 there
gives the following: Let H be a Poincare duality algebra of dimension 2n such
that there exists an inclusion of algebras i: G -+ H with G an elliptic complete
intersection of degree 2n. If i is a bijection in degrees :::; n - 2, then H is
intrinsically formal. As in Theorem 1, the algebras under consideration need
not be Lefschetz. However, again as in Theorem 1, the examples of 7.1-7.5
can be used to provide examples of Lefschetz algebras that fit the hypotheses of
this result. The example of 7.8 above lies immediately outside this dimension
restriction and so shows that this result-within the terms set up here-is best
possible.
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